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ABSTRACT
Theories of pain have traditionally attributed the sensory experience of pain to the brain. We
present here a new hypothesis on the origin of pain which is based on a novel approach to the
management of persistent pain. We call it the ‘pain channel’ hypothesis of the origin of pain.
There are key components to the development of our hypothesis: (1) Our clinical outcome of
a persistently pain-free state, representing a maintained pain score of 0/10 has been achieved
in a growing cohort of various presentations of persistent pain now exceeding 130 patients over
the course of the last five years. With complete control of pain, the patients rapidly return to
their premorbid state and level of function. This result requires careful consideration and
explanation. (2) Regional anaesthesia has been used as a diagnostic tool to confirm the
clinically suspected source of the persistent pain. The pharmacodynamics of local anaesthetics
identify the sodium channel of the primary nociceptive sensory neuron as the critical
subcellular structure generating pain. (3) Sodium channel function has been recognised as a
bioelectromagnetic phenomenon. (4) Neuromodulation has been used to provide our long-term
pain relief result. We understand the neuromodulation unit as producing an electromagnetic
field within the super low wavelength range of the electromagnetic spectrum and we have
devised a strategy which we believe delivers maximal electromagnetic field effect to the
intended sodium channels to create a long-term conduction block.
We believe that our clinical outcome challenges the current understanding of the role of the
brain in pain. We hypothesise that pain is a peripheral phenomenon rather than being a
construct of the brain, as our strategy is peripherally based and completely reverses the
presenting clinical profile of persistent pain. More specifically we hypothesise that the sensory
phenomenon of pain is a function of specific sodium channels which are coded for pain and
which are part of the subcellular structure of peripheral nociceptive sensory nerves.
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We believe that these hypotheses can lead to a change in focus in the diagnosis and
management of pain and drive improvement in current technology and medications to facilitate
effective treatment of persistent pain.
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INTRODUCTION
Theories of pain date back to ancient times and share an understanding that pain is a
phenomenon of the brain (1-3). In more recent times the contributions of psychological and
emotional factors to the pain experience have been emphasised (2,3), becoming key factors in
the development of the biopsychosocial approach for managing persistent pain (3).
This paper presents a new hypothesis on the origin of pain based on a novel approach to the
management of persistent pain and which achieves its effect in the peripheral nervous system.
We have been using and refining this approach over the last 5 years with a growing cohort of
persistent pain patients now in excess of 130. The cohort includes patients with a wide variety
of presentations, including low back pain, whiplash syndrome, cervicogenic headache, chronic
post-surgical pain, facial pain, radicular pain, neuroma pain, vertebral crush fracture, thoracic
back pain, phantom limb pain, pelvic pain, visceral pain and cancer survivor pain (table 1).
They range in age from 14–100 years and in weight from 45–150 kg (table 2). The key outcome
and defining feature of our approach is that the pain with which the patient presented is now
completely controlled with a pain score = 0/10. As a direct consequence of being pain-free,
they no longer require analgesic medications and have been able to re-engage in their lives. We
believe this result is unique and requires explanation.
Our approach originated with the successful treatment of a patient suffering from phantom limb
pain (4,5). Central to that treatment strategy was the observation that peripheral nerve block
completely controlled phantom limb pain for the duration of the block. This observation was
important as phantom limb pain had been regarded as a phenomenon of the brain (6) and
therefore not amenable to peripherally based strategies. Our question at the time was how to
make the analgesic effect of the nerve block last indefinitely and one which we answered using
neuromodulation. In association with that therapeutic result we observed a complete reversal
of the patient’s psychosocial profile and pondered whether the pain had driven the profile.
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Our approach draws from a standard medical paradigm (history, physical examination,
diagnostic investigation, treatment), supported by a nursing model (patient education;
assessment of compliance issues for prescribed care; wound care; neuromodulation programme
design; follow-up), and grounded in neuroscience, pharmacology, applied anatomy, physics
and mathematics. This model of care differs from the standard pain medicine multidisciplinary
approach to the management of persistent pain, derived in large part from Loeser’s model (3),
which promotes the management of psychosocial factors to improve functional abilities with
an acceptance that pain relief is not routinely and consistently achievable and is therefore not
the goal.
Our initial goal with patients has been to ‘source the pain’. This has evolved from our
observation that whilst patients struggle to describe the quality of their pain, they are usually
able to indicate the location of their pain. During the taking of the patient’s history and physical
examination we seek to answer the following questions. Where is the pain? Where does it
originate? Where does it radiate? Is there a recognisable pattern? What is the innervation of
that structure or region of the body? Which nerve/s is/are involved? The answers to these
questions generate an hypothesis of source of pain, e.g., sacroiliac joint dysfunction, cervical
facet joint dysfunction, iliohypogastric nerve neurapraxia.
We then use regional anaesthesia to confirm the hypothesised source of pain by blocking its
sensory supply, the principle being to accurately and specifically identify the involved
peripheral nociceptive pathway. This may involve specific nerve blocks, e.g., the medial
branches of the dorsal rami to investigate facet joint dysfunction, or the lateral sacral branches
of the sacral nerve roots to investigate sacroiliac joint dysfunction, or nerve root/s to investigate
radicular pain. It may also involve blocking nerves more peripherally to identify/confirm the
involved area, e.g., rectus sheath block to identify an entrapment neuropathy of the abdominal
wall, followed by more specific blocks to identify the actual nerve roots involved (table 3).
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Achievement of complete control of pain with a pain score of 0/10, usually for a time period
of 24 hours, is accepted as confirmation of source of pain.
This short-term diagnostic result is then converted to long-term complete control of pain with
the electronic technology of neuromodulation (table 4, figure 1). Our model for understanding
and using this technology is explained in detail later.
The absence of presenting symptoms post-treatment in our persistent pain cohort, combined
with the peripheral site of diagnosis and therapy, have led us to conclude that pain must be a
peripheral phenomenon. Given the known site of action of local anaesthetic medication and
our model for the site of action of neuromodulation, we have concluded that this common site
identifies the source of pain and hence generates our hypothesis.
We hypothesise that the sensory phenomenon of pain is a function of the specific sodium
channels which are coded for pain and which are part of the subcellular structure of peripheral
nociceptive sensory nerves. Furthermore, we hypothesise that pain is a peripheral phenomenon
rather than being a construct of the brain.
We aim first to comprehensively review the scientific basis of neural conduction since this
forms the foundation stone of our hypothesis. We then briefly discuss the phenomenon of
sodium channelopathy, i.e. dysfunction of the sodium channel, and its potential relationship
to persistent pain. We review the pharmacodynamics of local anaesthetic drugs as they relate
to the sodium channel in peripheral nociceptive nerves.
We then revisit the scientific basis of neuromodulation, describe our understanding of its
mechanism of action and our mode of application of this technology.
We then describe how we link neural conduction, regional anaesthesia and neuromodulation
to achieve our clinical outcome.
Finally, we discuss how we intend to investigate our hypothesis using electrophysiological
techniques, functional magnetic resonance imaging and a randomised controlled trial of
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implanted patients. We also pose a number of questions related to the role of the brain in pain
which arise from our unique perspective of observing patients who now have complete control
over their persistent pain.

DISCUSSION
The Scientific Basis of Neural Conduction
Conduction occurs along an axon by voltage-dependent alterations in membrane conductance
of sodium channels. The channels are closed and inactive at rest but undergo structural changes
in response to depolarisation, leading to cycling of the channels through activated, inactivated
and repriming states (7). These processes apply to all axons, including those which conduct
noxious stimuli such as pain, and without which there is no sensory experience of pain (8).
The genetics, structure and function of the sodium channel have previously been described in
great detail (9-13). The sodium channel is composed of alpha and beta subunits, embedded as
heterodimeric and heterotrimeric complexes of either 1x alpha and 1x beta, or 1x alpha and 2x
beta units in the lipid membrane of the neuronal cell wall (9). There are 9 isoforms of the alpha
subunits in humans, designated Nav1.1 - Nav1.9 (10). They are encoded by the genes SCN1ASCN5A and SCN8A-SCN11A (11), with those for Nav1.1, Nav1.2, Nav1.3 and Nav1.7 at
chromosomal locations 2q24, 2q23-24, and 2q24 respectively, for Nav1.6 at chromosomal
location 12q3, and those for Nav1.5, Nav1.8 and Nav1.9 at chromosomal locations 3p21, 3p2224 and 3p21-24 respectively (9). The sodium channel isoforms encoded from the same
chromosome share similarities in sequence, biophysical characteristics, and expression in
neurons. Nav1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 are preferentially expressed in the peripheral nervous system (11).
These different channels play multiple roles in electrogenesis in both the central and peripheral
nervous systems (12), somatic (13) and visceral (14) structures, and throughout the primary
nociceptive neuron up to and including the intra-epidermal nerve terminals (15,16). Nav1.7
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exhibits slow closed-state inactivation and activation in response to small slow depolarisations
close to resting potential so as to produce its own depolarisation, thereby having the capability
of amplifying inputs such as generator potentials and setting the gain on nociceptors (12).
Nav1.8 is relatively resistant to inactivation by depolarisation and recovers rapidly from
inactivation, and thus produces repetitive firing in depolarised neurons (12). Nav1.9 is
characterised by very slow activation and inactivation with a large overlap centred near resting
potential and contributes a sodium conductance at rest that modulates the excitability of
neurons (12). Under non-pathological conditions the firing properties of nociceptors, like those
of most neurons, are maintained within a circumscribed range (12), at least in part a function
of homeostatic regulation of ion channel expression, post-translational modification, and
interactions with binding partners or modulators. Observations of neuronal activity lead to the
conclusion that there is molecular and functional remodelling of neurons, whereby these cells
selectively activate specific ion channel genes and deploy functional channels to maintain
homeostatic tuning of the sodium channels (12).
The alpha subunit is a protein with approximately 2000 amino acids in its peptide chain (9,10).
The alpha subunit chain folds into 4 domains (I-IV), with each domain consisting of 6
transmembrane segments (S1-S6), each coil length approximately the width of the membrane
(9,13) (figure 2). The nonpolar sidechains of each coil length face outward where they readily
interact with the lipids of the membrane, and the polar peptide bonds of each coil length face
inward. A central pore is created at the extracellular end by the re-entrant loop between the S5
and S6 segments of each of the 4 domains (9,10,13). This re-entrant loop is embedded into the
transmembrane region of the channel to form the narrow, ion-selective filter (9,10,13). One
residue in this re-entrant loop (Asp/Glu/Lys/Ala: the DEKA residue) determines ion selectivity
(10). The surfaces above the selective filter contain multiple negatively charged residues on
the S5 and S6 loops which act as a shield to exclude anions (10,13). S6 segments of each of
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the 4 domains, arranged as a tetrahelix, form the inner lining of the pore as well as the wider
intracellular end of the central pore (9,13). The S1 to S4 segments form a voltage-sensing
domain (9,13). The S4 transmembrane segments contain 4-8 repeated motifs of a positively
charged amino acid residue, proposed to carry the gating charges in the sliding helix model of
voltage sensing (9,13). The four voltage-sensing domains have different numbers of gatingcharge residues and are symmetrically associated with the outer rim of the pore module,
although each is most closely associated with the pore-forming module of its neighbour, an
arrangement believed to facilitate coordinated functioning of all pores (9,13). The short
intracellular loop connecting domains III and IV of the alpha subunit contains the key
hydrophobic sequence (Ile-Phe-Met: the IFM motif) (9,13) which, in combination with polar
residues in 3 other areas - the carboxyl-terminal domain, the voltage-sensing domain, and
adjacent transmembrane segments of the channel (10) - form the inactivation mechanism.
The alpha subunit is believed to function as follows; with voltage sensing and subsequent
activation in the S4 segments there is an outward movement of the S4 segment (9,13). Sodium
conductance then increases with ionic movement through the selective filter, facilitated by a
conformational rearrangement by the S6 tetrahelical bundle (9,13). Inactivation of the channel
occurs when the short intracellular loop connecting domains III and IV of the alpha subunit
bends at a key pair of glycine residues and folds into the pore and blocks it (9,13). Inactivation
is coupled to activation (17).
The previous paragraph describes a predominantly mechanical model of alpha subunit
functioning. In the final paper of their 1952 series (18), Hodgkin and Huxley suggested that
ionic permeability changes due to alterations in membrane potential arose ‘from the effect of
the electric field on the distribution or orientation of molecules with a charge or dipole moment’
within the membrane. This was a prescient observation. Molecules with those properties
within the structure of the alpha subunit include amino acids with polar properties (19), charged
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amino acid residues in key functional positions (9) and strings of connected dipoles (19) lining
the central channel. The observation by Hodgkin and Huxley is therefore a forerunner to
ultimately understanding alpha subunit activation and deactivation as bioelectromagnetic
events (20), functioning according to the principles of Maxwell’s equations (21).
The beta subunits have a single transmembrane segment, and their role seems to be in
localisation and immobilization of sodium channels in specific locations (9-13,22).

Sodium Channel Dysfunction
Sodium channel dysfunction is a well-recognised phenomenon, and there is a growing body of
evidence showing that sodium channelopathies play at least some role in the development of
persistent pain states (11,22-29), especially related to the Nav1.7, Nav1.8 and Nav1.9 channels.
Inherited erythromelalgia was the first human pain disorder known to be produced by sodium
channels, specifically a gain-of-function mutation of the Nav1.7 isoform (23). Nav1.3 is upregulated within primary sensory neurons following peripheral nerve injury and displays three
properties which can contribute to primary sensory neuron hyperexcitability: small ramp-like
inputs, rapid recovery from inactivation, and production of a significant persistent current.
Nav1.7 and Nav1.8 can interact to produce subthreshold membrane potential oscillations that
can trigger ectopic repetitive firing in nociceptors. Nav1.3, Nav1.7 and Nav1.8 channels have
been shown to accumulate in neuromas, and Nav1.7, Nav1.8 and Nav1.9 contribute to
inflammation-induced pain (22). In the neuroma model, voltage-sensitive sodium channels
have been demonstrated to be the fundamental entity responsible for the abnormal electrical
activity (29). Nav1.6 gain-of-function mutations have been reported in trigeminal neuralgia
(11).
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The Pharmacodynamics of Local Anaesthetic Drugs.
Local anaesthetic drugs produce their neural conduction block by inactivating the sodium
channel. This involves several mechanisms. They stabilise the S4 in domain III in an outward,
depolarised position and partially stabilise the S4 in domain IV which increases the binding
affinity of local anaesthetic in the sodium channel and thereby impede the activation
mechanism (30). They also bind to amino acid residues lining the inner surface of the S6
segments in domains I, III and IV, and impede ion penetration. These residues can be accessed
in both the activated state of the channel through the central pore (31), and also in the
inactivated state via side-fenestrations in the channel (9,23). Finally, they act as allosteric
effectors of sodium channel inactivation, i.e., when they bind to residues on the inner pore of
the channel, they facilitate inactivation (32).
In the context of our work, we term the actions of local anaesthetic drugs on the sodium channel
short-term chemical conduction block.

Neuromodulation – Physics & Mechanism of Action
A neuromodulation unit consists of a battery and connected wires which are sheathed by a
protective covering to form a lead, with each wire attached to its own electrode in an array at
the end of the lead. The predominant use of neuromodulation for analgesia, known as dorsal
column stimulation (33), has the electrode array placed in the epidural space and was pioneered
by the neurosurgeon Dr Norman Shealy and his colleagues in the 1960’s (34-37). More recently
the electrode array has been placed in the subcutaneous tissues ‘within the area of pain’, a
technique known as peripheral nerve field stimulation (38). The mechanism of action for both
of these techniques is more often explained by reference to the ‘gate control’ theory of Melzack
and Wall (2). In this scenario electric current from the neuromodulation unit stimulates large
non-nociceptive sensory fibres, which subsequently inhibit small nociceptive fibres through
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interconnections within the substantia gelatinosa of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord and
thereby modulate the afferent nociceptive signal to the brain. However, there are two reasons
why this mechanism of action is unlikely to be correct – firstly, experimental evidence for such
an effect between these sensory fibre types was lacking (39); secondly, the electrical output of
the neuromodulation unit is not in the form of an electric current.
A neuromodulation unit produces a digital pulsatile waveform with a square wave
configuration (figure 3). Effectually this means that there is an intermittent voltage difference
applied across the electrode array rather than an electric current. A time-varying voltage
difference across the electrode array is a source of time-varying electric and magnetic fields,
the inter-relationship between these being described by electromagnetic theory (figure 4; 40)
and expressed mathematically by Maxwell’s equations (figure 5). In theoretical terms, an
electromagnetic field transmits at the speed of light, affects the behaviour of charged objects
in the vicinity of the field and extends indefinitely throughout space in a vacuum (40). Within
the human body, an electromagnetic field transmits by volume conduction (41).
The application of electromagnetic theory already has an established place in medical practice,
albeit as a diagnostic rather than a therapeutic tool, e.g. it forms the theoretical basis of
electrocardiography (42-46). At a frequency of 50 Hz, the neuromodulation unit transmits
within the super low wavelength range of the electromagnetic spectrum (figure 6). This can be
seen on an oscilloscope (figure 3) or observed as interference on a concurrently run
electrocardiogram.
Various investigators have utilised intermittent voltage differences applied across an electrode
array in neurophysiological models. Eccles et al. (47) demonstrated depressed excitatory action
in presynaptic afferents, while da Costa et al (48) and Bhadra and Kilgore (49) demonstrated
deactivation of sodium channels in an axonal model. Kent et al (50) demonstrated suppression
of afferent neuronal activity in a dorsal root ganglion model. With the exception of Da Costa
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et al (48), the concept of intermittent voltage differences producing an electromagnetic field
was not considered.
We suggest therefore that neuromodulation produces analgesic effects by deactivating sodium
channels in nociceptive sensory axons through the effect of an applied electromagnetic field.
In the context of our work we call this effect long-term electronic conduction block.

Mathematical Modelling of Neuromodulation for Analgesic Effect
In our cohort a pain-free state has been achieved by applying the following mathematical model
to the use of neuromodulation. In producing an electromagnetic field, the electrode array of the
neuromodulation unit is a transmitting antenna. In antenna theory, a Cartesian co-ordinate
system is used to describe array position (51) and radiation pattern (52). For our use, this is
adapted to anatomic correlates which are referenced to the neural target: ‘x’ – medial/lateral
positioning of the electrode array relative to the neural target, ‘y’ – cephalad/caudad positioning
of the electrode array relative to the neural target, and ‘z’ – the depth of the electrode array
from the skin surface. The imaging modalities of fluoroscopy and ultrasound facilitate this
process, with standard antero-posterior fluoroscopic imaging providing ‘x’ and ‘y’ co-ordinates
and ultrasound imaging providing the ‘z’ co-ordinate.
The ‘x’ and ‘y’ coordinates are used to position the array such that ‘x’ = ‘y’ = 0 (prone position;
array overlying neural target). This places the array at the centre of a radiating electromagnetic
field with the neural target at radius ‘r’ to deliver maximal field effect to the target (figure 7:13). Electromagnetic energy is then titrated until a pain-free state is attained (figure 7:4).
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The ‘z’ Coordinate & Achievement of Tolerance to Electrical Energy
We have found a critical depth for positioning the electrode array corresponding to the junction
between the hypodermis and the dermis. At this depth the energy required to achieve maximal
analgesic effect is minimised which enables greater tolerance of the neuromodulation unit’s
electrical energy output (53-55). This critical depth forms the ‘z’ co-ordinate. This positioning
is also as close as possible to the stratum corneum (56-58) without causing unpleasant
sensations such as occur with intradermal placement of the array (38). The skin layers are
associated with electromagnetic scatter, in particular backward scatter at the stratum corneum
(59). Scatter occurs when the emitted field is forced to deviate from its straight trajectory by
the medium through which it is passing (60,61) and occurs throughout the electromagnetic
spectrum. We believe that the stratum corneum, due to its unique electrical and electromagnetic
properties (56-59) may act rather like a paraboloid reflector and hence increase directivity of
the radiating electromagnetic field (51). This positioning also ensures the neural target lies
within the far field or Fraunhofer region of the antenna (52), the area of the electromagnetic
field associated with a stable field pattern and which we believe is likely important to stability
of field effect on the sodium channel.

Linking Blocks - The Applied Anatomy of the Nociceptive Primary Sensory Neuron
In this section, we discuss linking short-term chemical conduction block for diagnostic
purposes with long-term electronic block for therapeutic purposes. The sodium channel as the
targeted subcellular element is a component of the nociceptive primary sensory neuron (62)
which extends from the dorsal horn of the spinal cord through the dorsal rootlets, dorsal root
ganglion, nerve root, dorsal and ventral rami, plexus, peripheral nerve trunk, sensory branches,
to the peripheral nerve ending. In theory this provides multiple sites and opportunities for
effecting the required conduction blocks. However, the point targeted for conduction block
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along this neural pathway must comply with certain criteria - specificity within neuroanatomic
organisational principles, accessibility for application of both short-term chemical and longterm electronic conduction blocks, and stability of site for implantation of the electrode array.
As an example of this process, the specificity of segmental organisation is utilised for pain of
somatic origin, the nerve root being the fundamental identifier at single sensory level of an
involved nociceptive primary sensory neuron. Sensory nerves such as the medial branches of
the dorsal rami of the spinal nerves or the lateral sacral branches provide specificity, selectivity
and simplicity, and are targeted for the diagnosis of facet joint dysfunction or sacroiliac joint
dysfunction respectively. For other sources of pain of musculoskeletal or nerve origin,
identifying the involved ventral root/s is the ultimate goal, as the segmental organisation at this
point of the neural pathway provides specificity and simplicity. It may however be necessary
to initially block more distally to clarify a source of pain, e.g., rectus sheath block in the setting
of abdominal pain, which can distinguish between an abdominal wall and intra-abdominal
source of pain. It is then necessary to identify the specific spinal nerves involved in the
pathway. Accessibility to the nerve root is achievable posteriorly at the point of its emergence
from the intervertebral foramen, where there is no interference by bone for either passage of a
needle or transmission of the electromagnetic field (63). The subcutaneous tissues of the back
provide stability of site to minimise movement of the array during the healing phase and hence
prevent lead migration. Using this approach neural targets from C2-S4 have been identified
using short-term chemical block, and then long-term electronic block has been applied to the
same site for long-term therapeutic effect.

Behavioural Science.
Programming of the electrode array has dual aspects. On one hand there is the technical aspect
including determination of cathodic or anodic pattern specific to the individual, variation in
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duration of pulse, frequency of pulse delivery, and amount of energy delivered per pulse. On
the other hand, there is the unit-patient interface. This is of particular importance in maximising
efficacy and minimising intolerance of the electromagnetic field source. It requires physical
and cognitive ability, cooperation, understanding and a willingness of the patient to manipulate
the programs and to interact with the equipment, as opposed to a ‘set and forget’ approach as
is employed with a cardiac pacemaker for example. Engagement of the patient and their carers
for self-management is a key factor in success of this therapy, as is recognised in other positive
treatment outcomes (64,65).
Complete control of persistent pain in a sustained fashion provides a unique opportunity to
observe the individual without pain. The desire to re-engage with life is universally present, as
is the desire to discontinue analgesic and anti-neuropathic medications. Mental health improves
simultaneously with relief from pain and with regeneration of hope, a phenomenon which has
been noted previously (67). Indeed, the recovery of emotional stability with relief of pain is so
marked that we have concluded that pain is not an emotional experience per se but rather that
it provokes an emotional response. In brief, stopping the pain stops the response.

Summary
The primary aim in this paper has been to propose the hypothesis that the sensory phenomenon
of pain comes from the specific sodium channels which are coded for pain and which are part
of the subcellular structure of the nociceptive primary sensory neuron. This hypothesis derives
from our work in persistent pain and we refer to it as the ‘pain channel’ hypothesis of the origin
of pain. Our large and growing cohort of persistently pain-free patients from a wide spectrum
of presentations represents a unique and important outcome and requires explanation. Regional
anaesthesia has been used to confirm the source of the persistent pain which has been deduced
from the history and physical examination. The pharmacodynamics of local anaesthetics
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identify the sodium channel of the primary nociceptive sensory neuron as the critical
subcellular structure generating pain. Sodium channel function has been recognised as a
bioelectromagnetic phenomenon and susceptible to the influence of an applied electromagnetic
field. The mechanism of action of neuromodulation has been explained by reference to
electromagnetic theory. To our knowledge this has not previously been considered. Principles
of applied anatomy underlie determination of the site for coordinating the short and long-term
conduction blocks. Mathematical modelling lends precision to the process of placing the
electrode array. The linking of short-term chemical and long-term electronic conduction blocks
takes advantage of their commonality of site of action to reproduce the initial short-term pain
relief on a long-term basis. In this context neuromodulation can be viewed as electronic local
anaesthetic. The above process differs from that employed in peripheral nerve field stimulation
(38), a difference we believe is reflected in our clinical outcome.
Others have identified the sodium channel of the nociceptive primary sensory neuron as a
potential target in the management of persistent pain using pharmacological and gene-based
strategies (11,22,66), but no one else to date has achieved complete and sustained relief of pain
across such varied presentations. This would infer that the applied electromagnetic field has
been effective in spite of differences in isoform or phenotype. Variations in programming of
the electrode configuration may however reflect those differences.
Our hypothesis contrasts with the traditionally held view that pain is a phenomenon of the
brain, a view which has been supported by studies demonstrating apparent changes in central
nervous system morphology in chronic pain states (6,68,69). A peripherally based strategy such
as ours should therefore be ineffective but this has proven not to be the case and indeed, the
rapid return to normal function with relief of pain in our patients suggests that no permanent
central nervous system changes have occurred at all.
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Our hypothesis also suggests a different organisation of pain mechanisms, which we believe
may be supported by two classic neuroanatomic studies. The studies by Rexed (70) and
Szentagothai (71) suggested at least some degree of separation between the peripheries and the
brain at spinal cord level, a separation which probably formed the anatomic basis for spinal
cord-mediated reflex functions such as withdrawal from a painful stimulus. We suggest that
this points towards two levels of neurological function – spinal and supraspinal, the former
with a largely reactionary/reflexive function and the latter coordinating multiple physiological,
sensory and emotional responses to the painful stimulus.

Concluding Remarks.
Our hypothesis provides fertile ground for ongoing research and investigation. We intend to
conduct neurophysiological measurements in the affected nociceptive sensory afferents,
investigate implanted patients using functional magnetic resonance imaging of the brain, and
investigate the role of placebo. Notwithstanding these further research activities, our clinical
outcomes point to a successful strategy for many patients with persistent pain.
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Figure 1: Representative placements of neuromodulation leads: A: Left cervical facet joint
dysfunction B: Right thoracic radiculopathy C: Bilateral sacroiliac joint dysfunction
Figure 2: The Sodium Channel A:Model of the alpha subunit of the sodium channel, viewed
from the perspective of looking down through the central pore from outside the cell
membrane. B: The sodium channel in figurative format – on the left, viewed from the same
perspective as A. above, showing the S6 transmembrane segments forming the central pore,
and the 6 transmembrane segments of each of the 4 domains. Colour coding matches to the
image shown below, which shows the same structure through the width of the membrane and
arranged longitudinally. The image below shows organisation of the alpha subunit into
domains and transmembrane segments. Functional components include the voltage sensing
area in segment IV, the ion selective filter in the extracellular loop between segments V and
VI, and the inactivation mechanism’s loop between domains III and IV.
Figure 3: Neuromodulation Unit’s Electronic Output Oscilloscopic display of voltage and
current pulses from neuromodulation unit, demonstrating time-varying patterns.
Figure 4: Electromagnetic Wave Progression E = time-varying electric field B = time-varying
magnetic field c = speed of light A time-varying electric field generates a time-varying
magnetic field which generates a time-varying electric field, and so the cycle continues. The
ensuing electromagnetic field travels through space at the speed of light.
Table 1: Sites of Presenting Pain
Presenting Pain
Neck pain  headache
Facial pain
Arm pain
Thoracic spinal pain
Chest wall pain
Upper abdominal pain
Lower abdominal pain post-laparotomy
Genitourinary tract pain
Groin pain post-hernia repair
Low back pain
Pelvic/perineal pain
Leg pain
Foot pain
Lower extremity phantom limb pain

n
18
1
2
12
9
1
2
1
1
73
3
1
1
5
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Table 2: Demographic Data
Male : Female (n)
Age range (yrs)
Weight range (kg)

41 : 89
14 – 100
45 – 150

Table 3: Examples of Diagnostic Nerve Blocks with Resultant Diagnoses
Diagnostic Nerve Block/s
Greater occipital nerve block
Cervical medial branch blocks
Superficial cervical plexus block
Cervical epidural block
Thoracic nerve root block
Thoracic medial branch blocks
Rectus sheath block
Thoracic nerve root block/s
Combined lateral sacral branch blocks &
sacroiliac joint injection
Lumbar epidural injection
Sciatic nerve block
Posterior tibial nerve block
S1 nerve root block

Diagnosis
Occipital neuralgia
Cervical facet joint dysfunction
Superficial cervical plexus neurapraxia
Cervical radiculopathy
Thoracic radiculopathy
Thoracic facet joint dysfunction
Entrapment neuropathy of abdominal wall
Entrapment neuropathy of specific abdominal wall nerve/s
Sacroiliac joint dysfunction
Spinal stenosis
Lower extremity phantom limb pain
Posterior tibial nerve neurapraxia
Neurapraxia of medial plantar branch of posterior tibial
nerve

Table 4: Implantation of Neuromodulation Related to Diagnosis of Source of Pain
Diagnosis of Source of Pain
Occipital neuralgia

n
1
27

Cervical facet joint dysfunction
Maxillary nerve neurapraxia
Cervical radiculopathy
T2 lateral cutaneous branch neurapraxia
Thoracic facet joint dysfunction
Thoracic radiculopathy
Intercostal neuropraxia post-thoracotomy
Pain secondary to medullary sponge kidney disease
Rectus sheath entrapment neuropathy
Ilioinguinal nerve neurapraxia
Pelvic endometriosis
Pudendal neuralgia
Sacroiliac joint dysfunction
Lumbar spinal stenosis
Lumbar radiculopathy
Phantom limb pain
Posterior tibial nerve neurapraxia

17
1
1
1
19
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
66
5
2
5
1
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